Showerscreens, Mirrors
& Coloured Glass Panels

The centrepiece
of your home
In a hectic world, a bathroom is an oasis, a quiet place to
relax and indulge yourself. More than merely functional,
a bathroom should be beautiful, a place to pamper
yourself, to shut the door and let the world drift away
for a few precious moments every day.
The shower is the centrepiece of any beautiful bathroom.
Some people like the shower to blend into the bathroom,
while others like it to be a feature. Stegbar has a complete
range of showerscreens that pass the tests of time, style
and budget.
There’s the Softline Series, either semi-framed or
framed, with its safe and functional design featuring a
rounded profile and hidden fixings. The beautiful semiframeless Grange Series with an elegant slimline frame
and innovative connector system. Or the luxury of the
classically designed Frameless range of showerscreens.
Our range of screens will provide the inspiration you need
to create your own perfect oasis. For a bathroom that
makes your home unique, talk to us. We want to help you
design a bathroom that complements your lifestyle, and
one that you will enjoy every day.
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Creative planning
for beautiful bathrooms
Bathrooms are as individual as you are and the first
step towards a functional and attractive room is thinking
about the needs of you and your family. Whether you are
renovating or building new, it’s a good idea to consider
the design and layout of your bathroom before you plunge
into the challenging task of selecting the right products.
Now is the time to make sure your bathroom is working
for you. Think about who uses the bathroom and how
you can maximise the use of available space with better
layout, recessed storage or smaller fittings.
While it may be easier and more economical to leave
the shower where it is in an existing home, make sure
you’re not saving a few dollars now and sacrificing the
opportunity to create a more functional, comfortable
and beautiful bathroom.
This could be the time to think ahead and design a better
layout. You use your bathroom every day and it should be
a room that makes you feel good – year in, year out.
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Stegbar quality
guarantee
Whether you are building a new bathroom or renovating

All Stegbar products are covered by a

an existing one, the foundation of a well designed shower

straightforward, easy to understand guarantee

is the floor treatment.

that reflects the confidence with which Stegbar
recommends our products to you.

Shower recesses with a raised and tiled hob surround

Every Stegbar product has a specific guarantee

can easily position the shower screen to sit neatly on top
Raised hob

of the hob.

Raised Hob

that covers workmanship, performance and

Flush to Floor

Recessed Hob

Shower Tray

durability. Most Stegbar products are guaranteed
for up to seven years.
If the shower recess is flush with the floor level of

And incidentally, isn’t it comforting to realise that

the bathroom, you should have adequate fall from the

with over 50 years of success in the building

perimeter of the shower to the shower waste to ensure
proper drainage.

Raised Hob

industry, Stegbar will certainly be around to
Flush to floor

Flush to Floor

Recessedoffer
Hob

guaranteed service,
spare
Shower
Tray parts and advice

should you ever need it.
Selecting the step down or recessed option for a shower
recess – this is where the tiles in the recess are 25mm
or more lower than the level of the bathroom floor – gives
a clean, unobtrusive look and is practically leakproof.
Raised Hob

Flush to Floor

Recessed hob

Recessed Hob

Shower Tray

Preformed shower trays are available in many different
designs, colours and materials. They provide an
economical flooring surface that looks sleek and modern,
Raised Hob

is easy to clean, and will not leak.
Flush to Floor

Recessed Hob

Shower tray

Shower Tray
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Frameless
showerscreens
Frameless showerscreens give a bathroom the look of
luxury and a style that is timeless. For the most exquisite
showerscreen design, the Stegbar Frameless range is
uncompromising in its design and quality. With elegant
simplicity, a Stegbar Frameless showerscreen will offer
a spacious, beautiful look that cannot be matched for
performance or style.
Stegbar Frameless showerscreens use only an exclusive
range of finely crafted hinges and hardware. This stunning
range offers a choice that will enhance your screen design
and complete the luxury finish of your bathroom.
Stegbar’s Frameless showerscreen range offers you
unlimited design choice with both standard and custom
styles available. Depending on your design and operating
requirements, Stegbar Frameless showerscreens can be
fixed into place with either clip or channel fixing. Correct
installation and optimum performance is guaranteed by
Stegbar’s team of professionally qualified craftsmen.
For enduring elegance, look no further than the Stegbar
Frameless showerscreen range.
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Styles

Options
 Glass thickness – 6, 8, 10 and 12mm
 Selection of hinges, hardware and accessories
 Range of patterned and toned glass
 Channel or clip fixing
 Available in a range of standard and
custom styles

Clip fixing

Channel fixing
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No space for a shower? No worries – Stegbar’s range
of Fix and Swing showerscreens are the perfect solution.
For further information ask your Stegbar sales consultant.
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Hinges and hardware
Stegbar proudly brings you the world’s finest range of
frameless showerscreen hinges and hardware.
The style and elegant detail of the hinges and matching
hardware will make a Stegbar Frameless showerscreen
the centrepiece of your bathroom.
Stegbar hinges and hardware are crafted in solid brass
with a selection of beautiful finishes including chrome,
satin chrome or bright gold. Whether you want a discreet
slimline style or a bold design statement, there is a hinge
range to suit your needs.
Our hinges incorporate a spring loaded mechanism to
ensure a positive close action, and feature a unique
anti-slip design to safely secure the glass. Door knobs,
handles and towel rails will coordinate that finishing touch.
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Grange Series Inline
semi-frameless
The Grange Inline showerscreen is the ultimate in
affordable luxury. The stylish pivot door system is
constructed from strong die cast metal engineered to
withstand everyday use. Available in a range of standard
and custom configurations, the slim line beauty and
design elegance ensure the Grange Inline showerscreen
will help you create an exciting, visually spacious and
stylish bathroom.
 Slim perimeter frame creates no hidden corners,
making it easy to clean and maintain.
 Offers the ultimate in custom design flexibility.
 Guaranteed to provide years of reliable, trouble
free use.
 Complete service provided from measurement
to manufacture to installation.
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Styles

Options
 Range of patterned and toned glass
 Selection of frame colours – anodised
or powder coated
 Selection of colour coordinated or chrome
plated components
 Available in a range of standard and
custom styles
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Grange Series Overlap
semi-frameless
The Grange Overlap showerscreen adds to the distinction
of the Grange Series. Cleverly constructed and sealed
it’s the showerscreen engineered to minimise water
leakage from the shower enclosure. While only available
in a standard range of configurations the semi-frameless
structure maintains design elegance with added functional
difference, making the Grange Overlap showerscreen the
finishing touch to a stylish yet practical bathroom.
 Floor outside the shower recess remains dry.
 Slim perimeter frame creates no hidden corners,
making it easy to clean and maintain.
 Guaranteed to provide years of reliable, trouble
free use.
 Rapid service provided from measurement
to installation.
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Styles

Options
 Range of patterned and toned glass
 Frame colours – satin chrome or bright silver
 Available in a standard range of configurations
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Softline Series
semi-framed

Styles

The Softline Series is the perfect showerscreen if you
prefer the look of a clearly defined shower recess in
a clean and contemporary design. Featuring a strong
and stylish pivoting door system, the Softline Series
semi-framed range combines a balance of beauty
and functionality.
The unique Softline frame has smooth rounded corners
and a contoured profile that combine to virtually eliminate
dirt and soap traps. Available in a range of standard
colours or a customised colour to suit your bathroom
decor, the frame of the Softline Series will brighten and
define the shower recess within the bathroom.
The semi-framed door provides an open, uninterrupted
view into the shower recess. A spring loaded catch on
the self centring door adds to the practical functionality
of the Softline Series.

Options
 Glass thickness – 4, 5 and 6mm
 Extensive range of knobs and handles

Available in a range of standard and custom styles,

 Range of patterned and toned glass

the Softline Series can be fitted to all new and most

 Selection of frame colours – anodised

existing bathrooms. Correct installation and optimum
performance is guaranteed by Stegbar’s team of
professionally qualified craftsmen.

or powder coated
 Available in a range of standard and
custom styles

The Softline Series semi-framed range is the ideal
showerscreen when you want the safe and functional
with a touch of designer class.
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Softline Series
semi-framed
Clever design
The aluminium frame and door pivot system are cleverly
integrated to virtually eliminate soap and dirt traps.
The smooth attractive profile results in a showerscreen
that is sleeker, more hygienic and easier to clean.

Innovative features
Stegbar’s unique positive close seal automatically seals
when the door is closed, preventing water from splashing
under the door. No more dangerous slippery floors and no
more extra cleaning.

Today’s style
The Softline Series minimises the use of screws and
rivets, and eliminates all sharp edges by using a smoothly
contoured profile that removes hard to get at corners
while adding to the modern look of today’s bathroom.

Smart details
The pivot door handle is typical of the details that Stegbar
has put into the Softline Series. A spring loaded catch on
the self centring door ensures the door is always closed
and not leaking water.
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Softline Series
framed
The Softline Series framed range has smoothly rounded
corners and uses contoured profiles to eliminate dirt
and soap traps. Available in a range of standard colours
or a customised colour to suit your bathroom decor, the
frame of the Softline Series will add colour and define the
shower recess within the bathroom.
With a choice between a single pivoting door, and a
two or three panel sliding door, there is a Softline Series
showerscreen to meet your needs and to fit into your
bathroom layout. An innovative corner entry showerscreen
using sliding doors on two adjacent sides is ideal for
bathrooms where space is a problem.
Available in a range of standard and custom styles,
the Softline Series can be fitted to all new and most
existing bathrooms. Correct installation and optimum
performance is guaranteed by Stegbar’s team of
professionally qualified craftsmen.
The Softline Series framed range will provide you a
lifetime of reliability and functionality.
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Styles
Sliding door

Pivot door

Options
 Glass thickness – 4, 5 and 6mm
 Extensive range of knobs and handles
 Range of patterned and toned glass
 Selection of frame colours – anodised
or powder coated
 Available in a range of standard and
custom styles
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Mirrors
While almost an essential item in your bathroom already,
you can make any room appear more spacious by simply
adding a mirror. Stegbar has a range of mirrors so that
you can coordinate the style of the mirror to the style
of the showerscreen.
To match the Softline Series showerscreens, Stegbar
offers framed mirrors using the same Softline Series
frame profile and range of colours. And to complement
the ultra slimline look of a Grange Series showerscreen,
Stegbar offers microframed mirrors. We also offer two
types of frameless mirrors – either with a bevelled edge or
a polished edge – to fit with the elegant simplicity of our
Frameless showerscreen range. So while you’re choosing
your showerscreen, why not choose a mirror to match?
As well as brightening your bathroom, a Stegbar mirror
can be used to add interest to towel racks or shelves,
and can be used in any other room in your home.
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Edge styles
Framed

Microframed

Polished edge

Bevelled edge

Options
 Selection of frames – anodised
or powder coated
 Available in a range of standard and
custom styles
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Coloured Glass Panels
The use of coloured glass panels has increased
dramatically over the past few years. What started out
as an alternative to a few courses of tiles behind a vanity
or sink has grown to become a new way of designing,
building and decorating specific areas of your home.
Discover the intrinsic beauty of coloured glass and its
almost limitless applications. Like no other surface, the
clean lines and brilliant high gloss finish is not only easy
to clean it’s simply stunning. Be inspired by the amazing
versatility and stylish touch coloured glass can bring.
Stegbar coloured glass panels can be used just about
anywhere that a tough, flat, high gloss surface is required.
As cupboard doors, flooring, steps, balustrades, shelves,
walls, benchtops or internal doors – coloured glass panels
add a vibrancy of life and colour to any room.
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Did you know
that Stegbar...
 Is over 50 years old and famous for design
innovation and quality?
 Has an excellent reputation in the building
industry and is the name most usually
specified by architects and builders for
Australia’s most prestigious homes and
apartment buildings?
 Has product display centres all around the
country, where you can see all the options
and talk to our fully qualified consultants
before you buy?
 Has our own highly trained and qualified
tradesmen who are specialists in
the installation of doors, windows,
showerscreens, mirrors, splashbacks
and wardrobes?
 Ensures that all our products meet or exceed
Australian Standards?
 Has a tested and certified range of cedar
windows and doors suitable for use in
bushfire BAL rated areas?
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Handy hints
 When installing your new showerscreen into an existing
tiled recess, it’s important to make sure the waterproof
membrane underneath the shower floor is intact to
prevent water leakage through the shower floor.
 Where showerscreens are fixed to timber framed
walls your builder will need to use additional structural
support in the wall adjacent to the panels to ensure that
your screen has adequate strength and support.
 If you are using a splayed door configuration with a
frameless showerscreen, the door angle must be 135.°
 Ensure the toilet and vanity unit do not restrict the door
opening or make access to the shower recess cramped
and uncomfortable.
 It is recommended that an outward opening pivot door
be used so in an emergency access to the shower
recess is not impeded by the occupant.
 The ideal size for the floor of a shower recess is
900mm900mm with a minimum 500mm opening
for the door.
 To limit water spray problems and to make cleaning
easier, ensure the shower rose is situated below the top
of the showerscreen.
 If possible do not position the showerscreen door
directly in front of the shower rose or you could have
problems with water spraying out.
 Make sure you can reach the taps from outside the
showerscreen so you don’t have to get wet while
adjusting the water temperature.
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Timber Windows & Doors

Mirrors

The warmth and charm of cedar is

To complement Stegbar’s elegant

unmatched. The Stegbar range of

range of showerscreens, Stegbar

western red cedar windows and doors

offers coordinated mirrors to brighten

is available in standard and custom

and enhance your bathroom, or any

made sizes.

room in your home.

Adding value
to your home
No matter which Stegbar products you choose,
you will find they all share one vital ingredient –

Aluminium Windows & Doors

Wardrobes

Aluminium’s combination of strength

Every wardrobe can be designed

‘Stegbar products add value to your home.’

and lightness makes Stegbar windows

and custom made to suit your

and doors neat and unobtrusive.

storage needs and your décor.

The Stegbar name is renowned for fine

Available in standard and custom

Available in a range of door styles

craftsmanship, innovation and long life durability.

made sizes.

and finishes.

Through a commitment to real customer
satisfaction and product quality, Stegbar will
continue to be the wisest investment you can

A.T. 2000 Series™ Windows & Doors

Showerscreens

The A.T. 2000 Series windows and doors

Stegbar has a showerscreen to suit

are a functional combination of rugged

any bathroom decor, including the

powder coated aluminium on the outside,

safe and functional Softline Series; the

Stay up-to-date with the latest trends, product

with the warmth and beauty of western

truly innovative Grange Series; and the

details and pricing information via our website

red cedar on the inside.

timeless luxury of a Frameless screen.

make in your home.

stegbar.com.au your complete, online home
renovating resource. It’s sure to give you many

Timber Entry Doors

Glass Options

A gracious and distinctively designed

Improve safety and security, reduce

door creates a lasting impression.

noise, control climate, protect

Stegbar hand crafted cedar doors are

furnishings and much more with

a statement of class and distinction.

the right glass.

Coloured Glass Panels

Stegbar Installation Service

Stegbar coloured glass is a brilliant

Starting with a no fuss consultation,

alternative to tiles in kitchen

measure and quote, the expert

splashbacks and bathroom walls

Stegbar Installation Service will help

and are infinitely easier to keep

transform your home.

looking like new.

BEFORE

ideas on improving the look, as well as the value
of your home.

AFTER
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There’s a Stegbar Display Centre near you

New South Wales

Victoria

Queensland

South Australia

Albury
288 Townsend Street, Albury 2640

Airport West
91 Matthews Avenue, Airport West 3042

Bundall
2/101 Ashmore Road, Bundall 4217

Pooraka
20-24 Williams Circuit, Pooraka 5095

Batemans Bay
Unit 2, 5 Cranebrooke Road
Batemans Bay 2536

Ballarat
40 Mair Street, Ballarat 3355

Hervey Bay
37 Main Street, Pialba 4655

Unley
119 Unley Road, Unley 5061

Bendigo
4 Contempo Court, Bendigo 3550

Kedron
200 Gympie Road, Kedron 4031

Western Australia

Geelong
137B Fyans Street, Geelong 3220

Maroochydore
110 Sugar Road, Maroochydore 4558

Rowville
949 Stud Road, Rowville 3178

Stones Corner
Information and Selection Centre
76 Old Cleveland Road, Stones Corner 4120

Chatswood
122-126 Victoria Avenue, Chatswood 2067
Erina
Information and Selection Centre
Shop 2, 208-210
The Entrance Road, Erina 2250
Lansvale
84-98 Hume Highway, Lansvale 2166
Lismore
558 Ballina Road, Goonellabah 2480
Moorebank
Showerscreens and Wardrobes
3 Moorebank Avenue, Moorebank 2170
Newcastle
14 Northcott Drive, Kotara 2289
Taren Point
3/181 Taren Point Road, Taren Point 2229

Shepparton
81 Benalla Road, Shepparton 3630

Tasmania
Launceston
Home Ideas Centre
Windows and doors on display only
262 York Street, Launceston 7250

Booragoon
3/491 Marmion Street, Booragoon 6154
Wangara
66 Prindiville Drive
Corner Hartman Drive, Wangara 6065

Toowoomba
Homemaker Centre
7/12 Prescott Street, Toowoomba 4350

ACT Region
Fyshwick
Home Ideas Centre
28 Collie Street, Fyshwick 2609

For further information freecall

1800 6 81 16 8

stegbar.com.au

Wollongong
259 Keira Street, Wollongong 2500
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